
P.A.U.S.E.
STUDENT COLORING BOOK



SECRET vs. SURPRISE

Remember, secrets make us feel uncomfortable, sad or
scared, while surprises make us feel happy and excited to tell

our friends! A safe adult will not ask you to keep an unsafe
secret.
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P . A . U . S . E

Draw bathing suits on the boy and girl.
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No one should touch or ask to see your bathing suit zone
This also means you should not be touching anyone else’s bathing suit zone
No one should take pictures of your bathing suit zone
No one should show you pictures of other people’s bathing suit zone

Body Safety Rules:



BOSS NAME TAG

Write your name on the nametag to say that you are the
boss! 

 
 

Remember, you are special! It’s important that we know that
we are allowed to be the boss of our bodies.
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TRUST TRIANGLE

Write down the names of three safe adults you can talk to if
you ever feel unsafe.
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EVERYONE CAN FIND
THEIR VOICE

Circle what you could use your voice to
say to a safe adult!
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“Can we talk?"

“I felt unsafe when…”“Someone asked me to
keep a secret”

“I feel icky and
confused”

Remember, big or small, you can find your voice!  If you are ever
unsure if someone broke your body safety rules, you can talk it out

with a safe adult!
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Color this circle red.
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U N S A F E



P . A . U . S . E

Color this circle yellow.
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N O T  S U R E



P . A . U . S . E

Color this circle green.
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S A F E



P.A.U.S.E Online
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Kiki feels uneasy and
uncomfortable about this. 

What should Kiki do?

A) Not respond and just ignore
Sam

B) Stop responding and delete the
conversation

C) Trust her gut and tell her safe
adult

D) Make a secret account and add
Sam



P.A.U.S.E  & Talk
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Here are some questions you can ask your safe adults:
 

“Did you learn about this type of safety when you were a kid?”
 

“Has anyone asked you to keep a secret that made you feel icky inside?"
 

“How do you want me to tell you when I'm unsafe?”
 

“Was there ever a time when you felt unsafe? How did you handle it?”
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